Abstract. The technology of network traffic detection is very important in the area of network managing, network monitoring and network security. The network traffics are sharply increasing along with the growing of the Internet. Because of the hardware limitation, the traditional traffic detection method can not meet the requirement of detecting gigabit high-speed network in real-time.
Introduction
In the area of network managing, network monitoring and network security, it is very important to detect the specific network traffic we are interested in. In the network traffic detection system, timeliness, accuracy and the size of the amount of the information handled are the most important indicator to judge the system's performance [1] .
With the Internet growing explosively and the popularity of the mobile terminals, the network traffic is increasing rapidly. The backbone network traffic has already reach 10G/s level. Facing such huge size of information, the traditional traffic detection system cat not guarantee the detecting accuracy while meeting the requirement of real-time detection.
In the network traffic detection, the string matching module costs the most computing resources. For example, it can cost more than 50% computing resources in the Intrusion Detection System [2] .
There are lots of classical string matching algorithms: AC algorithm [3] , BM algorithm [4] , SUNDAY algorithm [5] , Wu-Manber algorithm [6] and so on. The AC algorithm discussed in this paper is proposed by Alfred V.Aho and Margaret J.Corasick in 1975. It is a classical multi-string matching algorithm based on a finite state machine. The time AC algorithm costs is only related to the length of the STRING, not to the length and number of the PATTERNs which the AC state machine is built from. Its time complexity is O(n), n means the length of the STRING.
After years of researches and developments, AC algorithm has been improved in many aspects. First, because each state of AC state machine often has few effective next transition state, so lots of the elements of the matrix corresponding to the AC machine are 0. It wastes a lot of memories. To reduce the memory cost as much as possible, Norton [7] proposed a method based on sparse vector compression to compress each row of the AC machine. Considering each column of the machine, Xu Hong proposed a double-compression AC algorithm [8] . Then, Yang Chao [9] proposed bidirectional AC algorithm which scan the STRING from left and right simultaneously. Next, combining the AC algorithm and BM algorithm, Commentz-Walter [10] proposed AC-BM algorithm. What's more, Wan Yin-guo [11] proposed an improved AC-BM algorithm which only use the bad character jumping strategy in order to reduce the time complexity of AC-BM algorithm.
The improvement of AC algorithm above are all based on the CPU architecture. Because the traditional CPU only has few computing cores, although these algorithms have greatly improved the matching speed in the software level, they can not meet the requirement of detecting the 10G/s network in real-time. Using multi-core computer or special hardware may solve these problems, but it need more investment, more development time and more hardware development experiences [12] .
At the same time, GPU is developed rapidly. Compared with traditional CPU, GPU has more computing cores and higher graphic memory bandwidth. Current researches are focus on building CPU and GPU heterogeneous platform to take advantage of GPU to accelerate the computingintensive tasks [13] . Peng Jiangfeng has achieved GAC algorithm [14] on GPU and got high speedup. Cheng Hung [15] proposed a new state machine which is more fit for GPU's properties. Tran optimized the AC algorithm on GPU and tested it carefully [16] . Xin yin [17] analyse two communication strategies between CPU and GPU. A network traffic detection model based on GPU and CPU heterogeneous platform is proposed in this paper. This detection model achieves the GAC algorithm and makes some simplification and changes. At last, the experimental results show that this heterogeneous model gets better speedup than the traditional model.
Genetic algorithm Traffic Detection Model Based on CPU and GPU Heterogeneous Model
In this heterogeneous model, CPU is responsible for the overall scheduling, building the AC state machine, collecting network traffic, text preprocessing and outputting the matching results. GPU is only responsible for accelerating the string matching process.
In the actual detection period, we continuous collect the network traffic in real-time, analyse the network protocol and extract the application layer payload from the network packet using libpcap libraries.
Fig. 1: the Flowchart of Heterogeneous Model
The model are shown as Fig.1 . The model use multithread to work cooperatively when processing. At the beginning, thread F uses the PATTERNs to build and optimize the AC state machine. And then, copy it to the GPU. Next, F allocates the user buffer buf1. After that, thread F creates thread A to collect the network traffic and F blocks until A sends it a buffer-full message.
Thread A collects the network traffic continuously, removes the protocol header from the packet and extracts the application layer payload. Then, thread A filters some useless payload information and puts the strings need to be scan into the user buffer buf1.
When the user buffer is full, thread A sends a buffer-full message to F and exits. Thread F creates thread B after receiving the buffer-full message. And then, F reallocates user buffer buf2 and recreates thread A to collect network traffic again.
Thread B preprocesses the user buffer in CPU first, and then, it copies the buffer into GPU and begins detecting. At the same time, B is also responsible for freeing the user buffer after detecting. If there are some matching results, B copies them back to CPU and outputs them. At last, B exits.
Implementation and Simplification of AC Algorithm on GPU
Implementation of GAC algorithm.The matching time of AC algorithm is only related to the length of the STRING. We can take advantage of this property to accelerate the algorithm using GPU. In this paper, GAC algorithm divides the STRING into lots of pages. Therefore, the length of STRING is reduced effectively on the logical level.
GPU has powerful concurrent ability and high memory bandwidth. What's more, programming on GPU becomes easier since the CUDA programming model is proposed [18] . But there are still some limitations. On one hand, we can't use too complicated data structure. On the other hand, GPU are suit for computing-intensive tasks. If the tasks has too complex logicality, the GPU's parallel capability will be reduced sharply [13] . So, when transplanting the AC algorithm to GPU, we need to modify it to make it as simple as possible.
In this paper, the data structure of AC state machine on GPU is as follow. First, the base data structure of the AC state machine is allocated as static continuous integer array tranList. During the building process of the state machine, the number of actual state actualStateNum can be calculated. Then, a continuous space whose size is (actualStateNum+1)*256*sizeof(int) is allocated. Each state use 256*sizeof(int) Bytes continuous space, which is respectively corresponding to the 256 ASCII code. So, the value stored in tranList(C*256+ch) is the return value of Goto(C, ch) function. Then, we put the indicator of the next jump state into the corresponding position of tranList to eliminate the failure function. After that, the total matching process is just a jumping process from one state to another in tranList.
Second, during the jumping process, when reaching the next state, the state machine needs to check whether there are matches. An integer entry index which can identify different pattern strings is added to the pattern list. the matchList stores the index value of the output of each state other than the pattern pointer. Using this method, the copying of pattern list can be avoided and we will no longer care about the complicated pointer on GPU. Now, the AC algorithm can be transplanted from CPU to GPU. But the experiments show that it takes the most of time when each GPU thread reads STRING from the global memory. This is because the program don't meet the coalesce accessing requirement. While lots of threads are running at the same memory access instructions simultaneously, the accessed space are not continuous or aligned. Therefore, only one or few threads can access the memory. In the worst situation, the whole threads must access the memory in order. The parallel efficiency of GPU is seriously reduced.
Coalesce Accessing.For devices of compute capability 2.x, if each thread access no more than 4 Bytes space, the accesses to the continuous memory space of the threads of a warp will coalesce into only one memory access. The memory access performance will be improved efficiently through this method [19] .
On the other hand, since the on chip shared memory of GPU has wide bandwidth and less delay. The data can be copied from global memory to shared memory through coalesce accessing first, and then, data in shared memory are actually used during the matching process. The parallel efficiency of GPU can be significantly increased in this way.
What's more, under specific conditions, multiple threads are allowed to access the shared memory simultaneously. The shared memory is composed by bank which is smaller storage unit. The conflicts will occur while multiple threads access the same bank at the same time. To reduce the conflicts of shared memory, Peng Jiangfeng and Tran design a very complicated strategy, which put the data belong to the same page into one bank. As a result, during the matching time, different thread accesses different bank automatically. In one block, the coalesce accessing are shown as In this strategy, 64 GPU thread are launched, and 64 pages are processed while 64 Bytes data of a page are detected each time. 4KB shared memory are allocated, each thread uses 64 Bytes. The 64 threads are divided into 4 groups, 16 threads of one group are responsible for copying the 64B data of one page into the shared memory. 64 thread can deal with 4 pages each time. After 16 loops, the corresponding 64 Bytes data of 64 pages will be copied into the 4KB shared memory allocated previously. And then, this 4KB data are really used. Then, the 64 threads copy the next 64 Bytes data and do the matching process until all the data of every page has been scanned.
Experiments show that in this strategy, the shared memory confliction can be reduced during the matching period. But, when copying the data from global memory to shared memory, multi-thread copying the data of the same page must access the same page in shared memory, as a result, they must access the same bank. So, actually, the conflicts can not be avoided.
In this paper, to make some simplification, the shared memory is used as a two dimensional array. Each thread uses the continuous 64 Bytes space which hold 16 banks other than one bank. In this way, although still occurring during the matching period, the conflicts can be reduced effectively during the data copying period. It is the most important that this design makes the index simple to understand and implement. This simple coalesce accessing is shown as Fig. 3 . Table 1 and Table 2 show that using this simple coalesce accessing can really reduce the confliction during copying data period and has not much influence of the performance. Change the Location of State Machine.The initial GAC algorithm stores the AC state machine in the texture memory. The texture memory is designed for the graphic applications which have a lot of two-dimensional spatial locality. In a certain computer application, it means that the position which a thread is accessing is very close to that of another thread. Therefore it is an optimization for the application which has lots of spatial locality. Under the situation where the number of PATTERNs are small or the length of PATTERNs is short, the state machine has lots of special locality so that the accessing process of the thread can be accelerated by using the texture memory. But in the practical applications, there are often lots of PATTERNs and the length of them may be very long. Therefore, the spatial locality of the state machine is often small. The cost of using texture memory is bigger than the performance improvement it brings. In the experiment, 200 snort rules are used as the complicated PATTERNs to build the state machine in the practical application. Table 3 compared the matching time of these two strategy. The experiment results show that, compared with the traditional CPU model, the CPU and GPU heterogeneous model can get 45.5 times speedup on average. The average matching speed can reach 14368 Mb/s, which meet the requirement of detecting the 10G/s network in real-time.
Experiments and Conclusions
In summary, the string matching speed of network detection system can be greatly improved using this CPU and GPU heterogeneous model. In the future, with the continued increasing of network traffic, in order to improve the degree of the parallelism, the research can focus on using multi-GPU to build GPU clusters. And this model can also be used as a prototype for doing the research about virus scanning or intrusion detection system on GPU.
